SegChain: Towards a generic automatic video segmentation framework, based on lexical chains of audio transcriptions
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ABSTRACT
With the advances in multimedia broadcasting through a rich variety of channels and with the vulgarization of video production, it becomes essential to be able to provide reliable means of retrieving information within videos, not only the videos themselves. Research in this area has been widely focused on the context of TV news broadcasts, for which the structure itself provides clues for story segmentation. The systematic employment of these clues would lead to thematically driven systems that would not be easily adaptable in the case of videos of other types. The systems are therefore dependent on the type of videos for which they have been designed. In this paper we aim at introducing SegChain, a generic unsupervised framework for story segmentation, based on lexical chains from transcriptions. SegChain takes into account the topic changes by perceiving the fluctuations of the most frequent terms throughout the video.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the multimedia broadcasting development, via increasingly diversified channels and with the democratization of video production, like textual content production, it becomes essential to provide effective means for retrieving the information contained within videos and not only the videos themselves. Furthermore, the very use of audiovisual content is not linear anymore, but becoming an "on demand" service. Users themselves choose the content they wish to watch. However, the large amount of existing videos requires assistance, so that users may pertinently choose what they desire to watch and eventually offer them not a video but rather a series of videos, or going even further, propose a sequence of video segments. To achieve this result, it is essential to have a description of the video and, if we want to go further, a description of the segments or semantically homogeneous chapters within the videos. This is the case of the huge collection of Internet hosted videos that challenge both video content providers and users when it comes to video information retrieval. Thus, one of the challenges is to automatically build such segments and to provide data regarding these segments with the purpose of facilitating their research. In order to automatically build these video segments, according to various studies, one of the most effective solutions is to use the inherent video multi-modality. To better exploit multi-modality, while still remaining as generic as possible, it is particularly necessary to understand the interlacing of these various modalities. Indeed, the majority of research is essentially focused so far on the construction and discovery of semantically homogeneous segments within videos coming from the field of television news. Yet, it is a relatively small sub-type and it has a well defined structure (with invariants easy to operate, like the presenter, or some repeating key phrases), facilitating the discovery of these semantically homogeneous segments. Therefore, to cover a wider range of videos, our work is part of a more generic framework. SegChain, the framework that we want to develop, will use all the existing terms within a video, while trying to extract specific elements present in such systems. Therefore, we want at first to study the contribution of each of these terms on border detection between two chapters or segments. Our work in this article focuses on the use of video transcriptions to identify the semantically homogeneous segments. For this, we propose in this paper a method based on lexical chains [17], coupled with similarity measures in order to follow the topic variations reflected in the perception of the term fluctuation throughout the video.

The educational video (MOOC) has lately known a popularity boost. Many educational and online course platforms have been developed, thus the large amount of video content should be treated such that the information could be optimally retrieved and exploited. We therefore consider, in addition to TV news broadcasts, MOOC videos in our evaluation (see Section 5), since MOOC platforms could benefit from our framework. SegChain could be integrated in multi-modal treatment of MOOC videos, being useful for story...
segmentation, keyword identification, content recommendation, linkage with semantically homogeneous segments from other videos and so on.

The novelty of SegChain consists in the way the lexical chains for the most frequent terms are considered. We introduce a chain compactness measure to filter out the terms that are too dispersed along the transcription. Another distinctive trait is the two-step boundary detection when SegChain seeks first the similarity variation between short segments of transcription text in order to suggest and then checks once again the similarity between the suggestions, in order to aggregate them in larger zones that are semantically homogeneous. SegChain is also language independent, requiring only a stop-word list for the considered language.

This article is organized as follows. The second section presents the related work both on story segmentation and on lexical chains. The third section presents our video segmentation lexical chains-based method that exploits changes in topics through the perception of the fluctuation of these terms throughout the video. The fourth section presents an example of application on a video of a French television newscast, followed by a preliminary evaluation in the fifth section. Finally, the article is concluded and the future work is presented.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Story segmentation

Story unit (chapter) detection for videos has been studied with focus on TV news videos and more particularly during TRECVID competitions in 2003 and 2004. In order to achieve such a task, as mentioned in [2] and [10], multimodal use of available resources (transcript, video and audio dialogue) yielded the best results.

Thus, Dumont et al. [5], through machine learning techniques (random forest), combine features such as silence, speaker detection and descriptors obtained from image processing such as visual activity or logo detection to discover the transitions between chapters. In [15], several modalities are used, such as the text with keywords or named entities, the video with transitions between shots, the audio with the use of silences and the internal structure of TV news.

However, a key element to detect chapters in TV news is the main presenter (anchor) detection and its consequently employment as the starting point of chapters. Thus, O’hare et al. [14] use the presence of the presenter coupled with techniques based on shot classification. From work which is also based on the presence of a presenter, we can also mention the research of [4], [13] and [19].

Colace [4] use Bayesian networks to identify the presenter and get beginning of chapters. Misra [13] also rely on the presence of main presenter to detect chapters, employing afterwards the color similarity of adjacent shots. In [19] anchor identification is also employed while building a true signature using the points of interest identification in the image, also including colorimetry. To build this signature, the authors also use the internal structure of the program.

Other work focuses on audio transcript analysis and detects transitions chapters by extracting key terms like "welcome" or "no transition".

Approaches from the literature achieve excellent results, sometimes exceeding 90% or 95% of precision and recall as in the work of [19]. However, even if newscasts have slightly different structures, they are still often created by following simple rules that provide important clues for automatic content analysis [7]. Moreover, the systematic taking into account of these clues leads to a strong specialization of systems making them difficult to adapt to other types of videos. These systems are highly dependent on the video program for which they have been designed.

2.2 Lexical chains

Various approaches have been applied to speech or text based topic segmentation. One of such approach is lexical chains. For instance, in [11] the authors rely on text representation as weighted lexical chains. The research from [9], [16] and [1] yields close approaches, using similarities but use different way to represent the text. Another approach, presented by [18], uses hidden Markov models.

In [6] and in [8], the authors extended previous research and try to address some of their drawback by integrating semantically related terms to the segmentation model in order to extend the description of the possible segments.

More recently, [3] used an approach that can be seen as an improved variant of text-tiling using new segmentation technique inspired from the image analysis field and relying on a new way to compute similarities between candidate segments called vectorization.

3. STORY SEGMENTATION BASED ON LEXICAL CHAINS

To have an independent and generic approach, we apply the lexical chains using a different text representation and we define additional pretreatment operations on these chains. The proposed method is based on the following hypothesis: within a video segment, there is a homogeneous distribution of the most frequent terms. Obviously, the topic shift involves changes in this distribution. The detection of these changes establishes the borders between two homogeneous segments.

We work in this context with the textual information contained in video transcripts, which is represented here by a subtitle file. This file is composed by multiple subtitle units. A subtitle unit is the text chunk uniquely identified in time by the start and end timestamps. One story unit lasts for 3-4 seconds on average.

Let $S$ be the set of subtitle units such that:

$$S = \{s_t\}$$

Let $T$ be the set of the most frequent terms such that:

$$T = \{t_i\}$$

Definition 1. (Apparition function) The apparition function determines if a term $t_i$ occurs in a subtitle unit $s_j$. The apparition function (denoted $app$) is defined as follows:

$$app(t_i, s_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } t_i \in s_j, i \in [0, |T|] \text{ and } j \in [0, |S|) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Definition 2. (The set of positions of initial terms) In our method, since we have sparse vectors, for each term $t_i$, we shall store only the positions of subtitle units $s_j$ for
which the function \( app \) has a value different than zero. This set is called \( n0app \) and it is defined as follows:

\[
n0app (t_i) = \{ j \mid app (t_i, st_j) \neq 0 \}, \ i \in [0, |T|) \text{ and } j \in [0, |S|) \tag{2}
\]

As shown by Sitbon and Bellot [17], there are multiple ways to compute the value of a hiatus. We consider the following definition:

**Definition 3. (Hiatus)** A hiatus represents the average of distances between two occurrences divided by the total length of this term’s repartition along the entire subtitle set. Thus, the hiatus is defined as follows:

\[
hiat (t_i) = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{[n0app(t_i)]-2} [n0app (t_i)_{k+1} - n0app (t_i)_k]}{|n0app(t_i)| - 1}, \ i \in [0, N) \tag{3}
\]

**Definition 4. (Lexical chains)** For two consecutive occurrences \( k \) and \( k+1 \) of a term \( t_i \), a chain is created between \( k \) and \( k+1 \) if the distance between these occurrence positions is inferior or equal to the hiatus value computed for the term \( t_i \). For \( i \in [0, |T|) \) and \( j \in [0, |S|) \), the belonging of a term position to a chain is computed by:

\[
appC (t_i, st_j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } j \in n0app(t_i) \\
1, & \text{if } n0app(t_i)_k < j < n0app(t_i)_{k+1} \text{ and } n0app(t_i)_{k+1} - n0app(t_i)_k < hiat (t_i) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Thereby, a lexical chain is the maximal set of consecutive not null positions in \( appC \), as in equation 5.

\[
\text{chain}(t_i) = \{ (d, f) \mid \forall k, d \leq k \leq f, appC (t_i, st_k) = 1 \text{ and } \#(d', f'), \forall k', d' \leq k' \leq f', appC (t_i, st_k') = 1 \} \tag{5}
\]

The lexical chain length represents the difference between the first and the last position in the chain, as follows:

\[
\text{lenCh} (t_i) = \{ f - d \mid (d, f) \in \text{chain} (t_i) \} \tag{6}
\]

**Definition 5. (Chain compactness)** The chain compactness defines a chain’s discriminant ability. More a chain is compact, more it will be discriminating in relation to the topic change in the video. The chain compactness measure takes into account the first and the last occurrence of a term, the total number of subtitle units, the total number of a term’s occurrences, the number of chains in which the term occurs and the maximal length of all the chains of all the terms. It is defined as follows:

\[
\text{comp} (t_i) = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{[n0app(t_i)]-1} [n0app (t_i)_{k+1} - n0app (t_i)_k]}{|n0app(t_i)| - 1} \times \frac{|S|}{\max_{j \in [0, N]} \{\max (\text{lenCh} (t_j))\}} \tag{7}
\]

Next, the terms are ordered descending with respect to their \( \text{comp} \) score. These terms are filtered afterwards by their score computed in equation 7. Terms with \( \text{comp} \) value inferior to a threshold are discarded. The threshold is chosen such that a percentage of the terms are filtered out (from 25\% to 40\% in our experiments). The new set of terms \( T' \) is defined as follows:

\[
T' = T - \{ t_i \mid \text{comp} (t_i) < \alpha \} \tag{8}
\]

**Definition 6. (Apparition by subtitles)** Each subtitle unit is represented by the set of \( appC \) for each. We therefore obtain a term apparition set, denoted \( cSt \), with respect to each subtitle unit and defined as follows:

\[
cSt (st_i) = \{ appC (t_j, st_i) \mid j \in [0, |T'|) \} \tag{9}
\]

**Definition 7. (Subtitle unit similarity)** The similarity between two subtitle units corresponds to the cosine similarity between two consecutive subtitle units represented by \( cSt \) (equation 10). The similarity is defined as follows:

\[
sim (k) = \cos (cSt (st_k), cSt (st_{k+1})), k \in [0, |T'| - 1) \tag{10}
\]

With the purpose of identifying topic shifts, we first identify the subtitle units that are candidates for borders between two topics. These border positions are the local minima of the similarity values computed by equation 10.

\[
\text{minima} = \{ i \mid \text{sim} (i) \leq \text{sim} (x), \forall x \in [i, i + x] \} \tag{11}
\]

**Definition 8. (Subtitle unit segment)** A subtitle unit segment represents the sum of \( cSt \) values between two consecutive local minima positions.

\[
\text{segment} = \left\{ \sum_{k=i}^{i+1} cSt (st_k) \mid i \in \text{minima} \right\} \tag{12}
\]

**Definition 9. (Semantically homogeneous segment border)** In order to compute the definitive border positions that separate every two consecutive and semantically homogeneous segments, we compute the similarity between the subtitle unit segments from the \( \text{segment} \) set. This similarity measure is computed by the function called \( \text{sim2} \) which also employs the cosine similarity measure. The similarity value is then compared to a threshold (0.6 in our experiments).

\[
\text{sim2} (k) = \cos (\text{segment} (k), \text{segment} (k + 1)), k \in [0, |\text{segment}| - 1) \tag{13}
\]

The border positions for the semantically homogeneous segments are thus the positions that verify the following equation:

\[
\text{front} = \{ k \mid \text{sim2} (k) \geq \beta \} \tag{14}
\]

To obtain the final results, that is to say the segmentation in semantically homogeneous areas within the video and also to enable the capability of information retrieval inside the video, we propose the algorithm (Algorithm 1) that brings together the elements composing \( \text{SegChain} \).
4. Example

We have run SegChain on a video in order to test it. This video has a length of approximately 40 minutes and it is a TV news broadcast from France TV. In Figure 1 we display the terms considered after the removal of the less discriminant terms, judged by equation 7. In this figure, the terms are ordered by their compactness values of their lexical chain. For instance, the terms "dette" and "pense" are considered as the terms that have the most compact lexical chains. The horizontal lines represent the lexical chains identified for each term. This figure also shows the candidate positions for borders, marked with red vertical lines, as well as the definitive borders (black vertical lines) that split the semantically homogeneous segments. The horizontal axis represents the subtitle units, while the vertical axis represents the terms.

The sim similarity values are displayed in Figure 2 to show the term similarity variation between neighbor subtitle units. From the local minima of this curve the candidate positions for segmentation are selected.

5. Preliminary Evaluation

To conduct a preliminary evaluation we considered several aspects: employment of effectiveness measures, evaluation on TV news, evaluation on MOOC videos, comparison with state-of-the-art.

Regarding the evaluation measures, three measures have been employed: Precision, Recall and F_measure. These measures are well known in information retrieval and there are widely used in story segmentation evaluation [12], [13].

Definition 10. (Precision) The segmentation precision measures how many good frontiers have been detected among all the detections and it is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|\text{good_front}|}{|\text{all_detected_front}|},
\]

where \(|\text{good_front}|\) represents the number of correctly detected frontiers, with an established degree of confidence, while the total number of detected frontiers is represented by \(|\text{all_detected_front}|\). The degree of confidence’s value \((\text{conf})\) represents the number of subtitle units, at left and at right from the detected frontier \((\text{detected_front})\), for which the following condition is verified:

\[
\text{true_front} \in [\text{detected_front} - \text{conf}, \text{detected_front} + \text{conf}],
\]

where \(\text{true_front}\) represents a real frontier, from the ground truth.

If the condition is true, the \(\text{detected_front}\) will be considered as \(\text{good_front}\).

We need to mention that our notion of \(\text{good_front}\) is very restrictive, since we set the degree of confidence \(\text{conf}\) with the value 1. This means that, a \(\text{detected_front}\) is a \(\text{good_front}\) only if it is itself a \(\text{true_front}\), or at least one of it’s left or right neighbors are a \(\text{true_front}\).

Definition 11. (Recall) The segmentation recall measures how many good frontiers have been detected among all the true frontiers and it is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|\text{good_front}|}{|\text{all_true_front}|},
\]

where \(|\text{all_true_front}|\) represents the number of all true frontiers, from the ground truth.

Definition 12. (F_measure) The F_measure is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall values:

\[
\text{F_measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}.
\]

We evaluated SegChain over the TV news video in French (40 minutes) from Section 4, which has been manually annotated with true frontiers. In order to test the generality of the framework, we also tested the performance on a MOOC video in English (41 minutes). The method is language independent, the only requirement being a stop-word list for the respective language. The ground truth in the MOOC case is automatically generated as follows: several small MOOC videos are gathered together in a single larger video and the ground truth frontiers represent the limits of each small video. We also compare our method’s effectiveness with the effectiveness of TextTiling [9], a state-of-the-art method.

The performances of the two methods are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2, in a comparative manner.

Table 1: Performance measures for TextTiling and SegChain, on the TV news video

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TextTiling</th>
<th>SegChain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV news video</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.4285</td>
<td>0.2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_measure</td>
<td>0.1714</td>
<td>0.2609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Segment borders for the lexical chains of the most frequent terms
Table 2: Performance measures for TextTiling and SegChain, on the MOOC video

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOOC video</th>
<th>TextTiling</th>
<th>SegChain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>0.1429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_measure</td>
<td>0.0769</td>
<td>0.2353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, on the MOOC video we obtain the same recall value (which is also a good one), and a much better precision, also implying a better $F\_measure$ value. This is encouraging, having in mind the difficulties of MOOC video segmentation, mentioned below.

The MOOC videos represent a challenge compared to TV news videos, since the structure is different. In most cases, within a MOOC the vocabulary remains the same. On the other hand, in TV news videos the topics are very well segregated, there are hints such as the anchor talking and various keywords. Moreover, from the multi-modal perspective of video image treatment, the shot boundaries from MOOC videos are more difficult to be correctly extracted. For example, in the case of TV news videos the shot changes are more clear (going from studio to field broadcast), while in the case of MOOC videos, the changes are more subtle (the slide background colors remain basically the same when slides are changing). Therefore, the success of a textual segmentation approach is crucial when multi-modal treatment fails.

We also list here several limitations of TextTiling. It requires a context window that impacts severely on the number of segments. For instance, for a window of 30 words (default value), 57 segments have been found, while for a window of 100 words 14 segments have been found. In addition, TextTiling is designed to work with paragraphs and well formatted sentences, and it is not the case of automatically generated audio transcriptions. Moreover, TextTiling outputs segments that basically have the same length, which is unrealistic since the topics can vary in time length in an important manner (from less than a minute up to a few dozens of minutes). The generic framework proposed in this paper does not have these limitations.

6. CONCLUSION

The research from this article introduced SegChain, an approach that aims at defining a generic framework for video segmentation. In order to achieve this objective, our work is firstly based on audio transcription processing to identify semantically homogeneous segments. For this, we proposed in this article a lexical chain-based method [17], combined with cosine-based similarity measures in order to detect topic variations through the perception of term fluctuation within chains, all along the video. We provided several definitions that are employed in a semantically homogeneous segment detection algorithm. We have presented an application example over a 40 minute long video.
We have conducted a preliminary evaluation of SegChain on the French TV news broadcast taken as example and on an English MOOC video. The performance of SegChain was compared to the performance of the TextTiling method [9] through three effectiveness measures: Precision, Recall and $F_{\text{measure}}$. SegChain has obtained better performance in terms of Precision and $F_{\text{measure}}$ in both cases, but a lower Recall. In the case of the English MOOC the Recall values are the same as TextTiling.

On a short term perspective, we wish to validate our method on the TRECVID 2003-4 that are most commonly employed for this task in order to be able to compare our results with the state of the art.

However, we want to insist on assessing the SegChain’s robustness on other video types than news TV, such as various types of MOOCs (of different length, subject, etc.) or videos that have a structure less clearer than news TV, since we believe we would obtain better results on videos with a more "free" structure than methods specifically built for news TV.
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